
Prism Kappa, Episode 1, Stardate 10108.16 “The drop” 


Cast of characters

Starring
Gina  T. as Lieutenant Commander Tamraz Lira-Bolitho (CO)
Lília  P. Lieutenant Commander Alexandra Gomes (XO)
Hazzem A. as Lieutenant Commander Abdel-Hamid (CE)
Eldad T. as Lieutenant Maor (DCO)
Gunther V. as Lieutenant Cix Jordain (MEDIC)
Mark T. as Lieutenant Mark Stricker (AO)
Sophie W. as Lieutenant Anya Jameson (LO)
Jack F. as Lieutenant Junior Grade Ray Duron (Pilot)
Peter K. as Ensign Nathan Darklighter (SO)
Chris S. as Acting Ensign Lucas Walker (IO)

And
Nick B. as AGM_Nick

Introducing
Mark as SBTech 

Guest Starring 
Karen B. as So`Trask_Tew 

Host AGM_Nick says:
PROLOGUE: The USS Chameleon is on its way to Bjankda at high warp.....it's manifest, normal, except for one minor adjustment.  They are transporting PRISM KAPPA.

Host AGM_Nick says:
<<<<<<Start Prism Kappa>>>>>>

DCO_Maor says:
::Walks around the bridge, looking at the PADD that has the Prism logo on the back::

PILOT_Durron says:
::Is in his temporary quarters trying to think of something to do::

AO_Stricker says:
::On the bridge of the USS Chameleon at Mission OPS readying some assault tactics::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Enters the bridge::

DCO_Maor says:
::Talking to him self, trying to study the culture of this race::

LO_Jameson says:
::on the bridge of the chameleon::


MEDIC_Jordain^ says:
::sniffling around in sickbay::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks up and notices the CE and nods::

XO_Gomes says:
::Arrives at the bridge carrying a PADD, sits on a chair by the CSO::

PILOT_Durron says:
::exits his quarters and heads for the Turbolift::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
:: On the Bridge of the USS Chameleon::

DCO_Maor says:
::Turns to look at the XO, he sighs loudly::

XO_Gomes says:
::checks the ships position::

XO_Gomes says:
::glances at Maor::

PILOT_Durron says:
::arrives in the Turbolift:: TL:bridge

AO_Stricker says:
::Reviewing more tactics for the mission::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Face looks very cold, skin is pale. Sees DCO and nods::

LO_Jameson says:
::checks her tricorder::

DCO_Maor says:
::Turns his head away quickly and begins moving away::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::running diags on the med equipment that needs to come along::

SO_Darklighter says:
::goes over his weapons::


Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Stands a little way back rereading orders for the last time::

IO_Walker says:
::Waiting in the mess hall of the Chameleon, reading up on some further intel on the mission ahead, taking the occasional moment to look up at the world but trying to keep quiet::

LO_Jameson says:
::rubs a hand over her new face::

XO_Gomes says:
::gets up and follows the DCO:: DCO: Lt, I need to have a word with you

CE_Hazzem says:
::Recognizes Tam, walks over to the captain's seat::

AO_Stricker says:
::Ready's his PADD with his tactics for the

DCO_Maor says:
::Turns to look at the XO slowly:: XO: What is it Cmdr?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Looks up and think she recognizes Hazzem::

PILOT_Durron says:
::arrives on the bridge and looks around::

SO_Darklighter says:
::runs his hand along his the bridge of his nose and sighs::

AO_Stricker says:
<tactics::>

LO_Jameson says:
::see's a reunion about to begin, and moves to join Hazzem and Tam::

CE_Hazzem says:
CO: Lt. Commander Hazzem Abdel-Hamid reporting

CE_Hazzem says:
::Voice sounds like a borg drone::

XO_Gomes says:
DCO: We are not working closely together ... but  .... this mission is too important for any personal differences to interfere. Agreed?

LO_Jameson says:
::looks a little apprehensive::  CO:  Tam?....I mean,  Captain?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles at them Both :: CE: Nice to see you again ::looks at Anya:: LO: And you as well

DCO_Maor says:
XO: Yes.. ::his mind seems to be some where else:: agreed ::thinks if he should, but shakes the idea away:: Ma'am

LO_Jameson says:
CO:  How are you feeling?  I tried to contact you,  but I couldn't.

CE_Hazzem says:
::nods::

AO_Stricker says:
::Walks up to the CO up stand back as the other officers are talking to her. Has his PADD in his hands::

IO_Walker says:
::Catches a glimpse of his new face in a light reflection on the PADD and takes a moment to have a good look but frowns as he doesn't like it and suddenly feels disconcerted and alone - again::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
LO: Long story now is not the Time

LO_Jameson says:
::moves back a step.::  CO:  Yes captain.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
ALL: Please make your way to the armory

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::puts down the equipment and heads towards the bridge::

XO_Gomes says:
::nods to the DCO and whispers:: DCO: don't tell anyone I shot you and I won't tell you why I did it

CE_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the AO:: AO: Sorry go ahead

XO_Gomes says:
CO: Aye ma'am

AO_Stricker says:
::Looks at the CE:: CE: Thank you ver much sir!

LO_Jameson says:
::gets out her tricorder with the list of equipment on it::

DCO_Maor says:
::Moves his head away from the XO quickly to the direction of the Captain::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Nods:: AO: You are welcome

AO_Stricker says:
CO: Lt. Stricker AO...this is my PADD of assault tactics, you wanted to see them sir!

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::looks at her team and takes a deep breath::

IO_Walker says:
::takes a drink of coffee and goes back to reading the report that intell so trusted in him::

XO_Gomes says:
::moves up to speak with her:: CO: I read the mission data, but what would you say are the real odds we actually have to use force?

PILOT_Durron says:
::Nods to the CO and heads for the armory::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
AO: Thank you welcome to the team

LO_Jameson says:
::moves with the rest of the team, and prepares to equip them::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::meets the rest in the corridor and follows them to the armory::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Walks beside the LO:: LO: How did the captain react to our leave?

AO_Stricker says:
::Stands up straight:: CO: Thank you sir!

SO_Darklighter says:
::heads for the armory::

DCO_Maor says:
::Begins following the crew, he seems distant at his thoughts::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: I don't know until we get there to be honest

AO_Stricker says:
CE: Sir, shall we head to the amory, or will you be leaving later?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
ALL: Let’s make it a quick walk to the armory

LO_Jameson says:
CO:  The equipment is ready to be distributed

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Heads to the:: XO: I would like your views on the Mission though

CE_Hazzem says:
::Starts walking faster with everyone:: AO: let's go

PILOT_Durron says:
::looks at the  CO and starts to jog::

AO_Stricker says:
::Follows everyone to the armory::

DCO_Maor says:
::Enters the armory first, he puts the PADD in his pocket::

LO_Jameson says:
::distributes the teams essentials::

XO_Gomes says:
::walks with the captain:: CO: Well, I don't like the part here we are supposed to surgically remove any Breen involvement. I personally have hopes we can convince this expansion group to support the Federation

XO_Gomes says:
::receives the material from Jameson::

IO_Walker says:
::Drops the PADD, turning it off and gets up, pushing the chair back in and exits the mess hall to meet up with the rest of the team::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Finds the equipment assigned to him::

PILOT_Durron says:
::Gets his material from the LO and gets ready to move::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::takes weapons:: XO: My views exactly I’m hoping you will be able to do just that

LO_Jameson says:
::shifts her stuff over her shoulder::

DCO_Maor says:
::Grabs the weapons, he looks at the weapons coldly and sighs::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
ALL; Lets move before we miss the drop

SO_Darklighter says:
::takes his weapons::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::grabs his equipment:: All: Are we getting out of here or not? I'm quite tired of waiting...

IO_Walker says:
::Walks briskly to the armory to grab his equipment::

LO_Jameson says:
::moves quickly to follow the CO::

AO_Stricker says:
::Enters the armory and find his equipment::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Makes her way down to the Shuttlebay::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Stands ready::

PILOT_Durron says:
::Grabs a weapon and jogs after the CO::

XO_Gomes says:
::nods:: CO: But sometimes I wonder if they are not better left alone ... after all if they come to the Federation they are getting our enemies as well as friends

DCO_Maor says:
::Waits for the sign::

SO_Darklighter says:
::follows the CO::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Walks behind the CO::

AO_Stricker says:
::Readies his equipment and stand ready::

XO_Gomes says:
::adjusts her material and makes her way to the shuttle bay with the others, still uncomfortable with her new ... appearance::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Sees the SO beside him:: SO: Glad to see you here Ensign

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::looks at the XO and smiles:: XO: Only thing is we have our orders

Host AGM_Nick says:
ACTION: As the Chameleon enters the atmosphere as close as they can, the bridge crew are offered a view of this side in darkness - it is night.

LO_Jameson says:
::makes sure she gas a firm hold on her things::

SO_Darklighter says:
::smiles at the CE::

AO_Stricker says:
::Follows the CO and CE::

IO_Walker says:
::Picks up a few pieces of equipment and put them on and jogs to catches the team::

Host Prism says:
<Shuttle Bay Tech>  ::Awaits the Prism Team, hoping they are wearing their gear, its a long way down::

PILOT_Durron says:
::checks his things and looks around::

XO_Gomes says:
CO: And we will accomplish them :: smiles::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::looks around then at the planet:: All: Are you ready for the drop

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::looks down:: self: Should have brought my camera... ::shrugs::

CE_Hazzem says:
CO: Yes ma’am

LO_Jameson says:
Self:  As ready as I’ll ever be.

DCO_Maor says:
::Walks after the team, he rubs his hands with some kind of gel::

IO_Walker says:
::Enters the shuttlebay quickly, a little out of breath, being a lazy person usually::

PILOT_Durron says:
CO: Yes ma'am

AO_Stricker says:
CO: This officer is ready ma'am!

Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Lets hope so ::smiles:: and finishes putting her gear on::

XO_Gomes says:
CO: I'm as ready as I'll ever be

Host Prism says:
<ShuttleBay Tech>  Kappa:  Ready to Jump.... we are going staggered in 30 second intervals.... Batter Up!!  ::Stands near the atmospheric field with a tether on::

DCO_Maor says:
::Puts the gel back into place and stands::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Nods at the XO waiting for the order::

LO_Jameson says:
::prepares for the drop::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::taps foot::

DCO_Maor says:
::Stands ready to jump::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Cracks his neck sideways::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::prepares for jump looking forward to it far to much::

AO_Stricker says:
::readies himself::

PILOT_Durron says:
::looks at the rest of the team::

Host Prism says:
<Shuttlebay Tech>  ::Waits for the first jumper to step up to field::

DCO_Maor says:
::Stands forward:: All: I'll go first

IO_Walker says:
::after awkwardly putting his gear on, steps up to the field with the rest of the team and suddenly begins having a few second thoughts about this::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Stands after DCO::

SO_Darklighter says:
::stands after CE::

AO_Stricker says:
::Smiles and stands after the SO::

XO_Gomes says:
::decides to go last::

Host Prism says:
<SB Tech> DCO:  Alright, put your helmet on and lemme check your suit integrity?

DCO_Maor says:
::Smiles and jumps down::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::waits at the back of her team making sure there is no problems::

PILOT_Durron says:
::Stands after AO and hopes to survive this::

DCO_Maor says:
::Puts his helmet on, and tightens the belt::

LO_Jameson says:
::moves into the line of people to be checked::

IO_Walker says:
::Looks out the force field, able to see the planet and audibly gulps::

DCO_Maor says:
SB Tech: Go ahead

AO_Stricker says:
::Smiles at the Pilot:: Durron: Don't worry fellow flyboy, just a walk in the park...

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::waits::

XO_Gomes says:
::finishes adjusting the suit and picks her helmet::

LO_Jameson says:
::concentrates on the back of Durron to take her mind off of the nerves::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> ::Checks DCO's suit and shield integrity, green lights::  DCO:  Watch the first step... ::Pushes the DCO through the atmospheric shield and into free fall::

PILOT_Durron says:
AO: ya.  well the last time I tried to pull of something like this...

IO_Walker says:
::Decides to double check all the seals on his suits::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> Kappa:  Next!!!

LO_Jameson says:
::puts her helmet on::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::still standing there tapping his foot::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
:walks over to the LO:: LO: hey its a walk in the Park Anya ::smiles reassuringly::

PILOT_Durron says:
::grins at the AO::

DCO_Maor says:
::Jumps down, smiling at the first glimpse of the distant planet::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Walks up to the tech::

AO_Stricker says:
::Smies at Durron and CO:: CO: That it is ma'am, just a nice walk...::Is ready to jump::

DCO_Maor says:
::Begins to feel sick, he shakes his head around trying to think about some thing else::

LO_Jameson says:
CO: Really?  Why don't I believe you Tam?

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> ::Checks the CE's suit integrity, Green Lights::  Hazzem:  Enjoy the Ride... ::Pushes the CE through the field::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> Kappa:  NEXT!!!!

SO_Darklighter says:
::steps forward and glares out the field::

AO_Stricker says:
::Is after the SO, can't wait::

LO_Jameson says:
::moves forward to keep behind Durron::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Builds his nerve, makes a quick run then jumps::

PILOT_Durron says:
::holds his hands toreather to keep the from shaking::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks up at the distant officers:: self: great, they are too far away

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> ::Gets Green lights on the SO's suit::  Darklighter:  Be careful.. first step's a doozy.. ::Pushes the CE through the field and into space::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> Kappa: Next!!!

CE_Hazzem says:
::Begins to feel sick::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::steps forward:: Tech: Go ahead...

SO_Darklighter says:
::jumps out::

AO_Stricker says:
::Is next and can't wait:: Durron: Just watch me

PILOT_Durron says:
AO: that is if I can keep my eyes open ::puts on helmet::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Spreads his broad arms to his sides, getting sicker::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> ::Confirms the suit integrity is at 100% on the Medic::  Jordain:  Remember, Hold your breath... ::Pushes the Medic through the field::

LO_Jameson says:
::wishes she could bite her nails::

AO_Stricker says:
Durron: Don't worry about it, just watch

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> Kappa:  NEXT!!

AO_Stricker says:
Tech: I'm was suppose to go....but I'll go next!

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::falls though the field and starts his way down::

DCO_Maor says:
::Watches the distant meters decreasing quickly::

Host CO_Bolitho1 says:
::Moves up for her turn::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::starts feeling a little queezy...::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
hehe

LO_Jameson says:
::moves forward to be 'thrown' out::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Follows the altitude reading::

AO_Stricker says:
Durron: Just a walk in the park, remember that

PILOT_Durron says:
::steps up behind AO::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::waits behind AO and puts helmet on ::

IO_Walker says:
::Still apprehensive about going down, keeps looking over and out the forcefield::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::getting a bit more used to the drop, but still feels not too good::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> ::Checks out the AS' suit, frowns and then closes one of the helmet seals, and gets Green Lights::  AS: Ever wonder how a meteorite feels... ::Pushes the AS through the field::

DCO_Maor says:
::Stares at his hand, he notices a fresh cut that healed a few days ago, under the skin there seems to be some kind of device::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> Kappa:  NEXT!!!

IO_Walker says:
::Starts to pace a bit at the back of the line, fidgety::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Moves up ::

AO_Stricker says:
::Runs back and takes a jump in::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::looks at SBTech::

PILOT_Durron says:
SB tech: hi

LO_Jameson says:
::realises it's her turn soon::

AO_Stricker says:
All: Hooow raw! This fell....::starts to feel sick:: All: Not good!

PILOT_Durron says:
::steps up and tries not to close his eyes::

DCO_Maor says:
::Begins to cool down, he shakes his head a few times to focus::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Waits to be checked out by SBTech::

DCO_Maor says:
::Makes a signal to the people above and opens up his parachute::

PILOT_Durron says:
::looks at SBTech::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> ::Smiles with the Green Lights on the Pilot's suit::  Pilot:  Try flying without a ship... ::Pushes the Pilot through the field::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Reaches the altitude, opens his parachute::


AO_Stricker says:
::Feels really sick as he heads for the LZ::

SO_Darklighter says:
::waits a few seconds and then opens his parachute::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> Kappa:  Next!!!

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::moves up for her turn::

PILOT_Durron says:
::falls and starts to feel VERY ill  otherwise would be yelling::


MEDIC_Jordain says:
::tries to concentrate on the planet instead of his upset stomach::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Hangs on to his parachute looking down at the drop area::

DCO_Maor says:
::Navigates him self to the landing zone::

PILOT_Durron says:
::changes his mind abound keeping eyes open and closes them::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> ::Checks's the CO's suits for Green Lights, and frowns.::  CO:  Step aside and recheck your suit... I'm getting red lights on your integrity...

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> Kappa:  Next!!!

Host AGM_Nick says:
ACTION: Jordain is sick in his helmet

XO_Gomes says:
::frowns at the SBTech and helps the CO check her suit::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::checks her Integrity and readjusts::

LO_Jameson says:
::moves over to the SBTech::

AO_Stricker says:
::Gets sicker but is letter closer to the LZ::

PILOT_Durron says:
::Feels like vomiting but closes his eyes tighter and thinks about something.::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::is VERY sick in his helmet, apparently::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> ::Gives Thumbs up when the LO's suit is green::  LO:  Its just you, the sky, and the ground... ::Pushes the LO through the field::

DCO_Maor says:
::Braces for an impact and lands gracefully on the surface::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::still checking moves behind the rest of her team that are left::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> Kappa:  Next!!!

LO_Jameson says:
::self:  know how to make a girl feel safe!!!::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Reaches the landing zone, lands carefully::

AO_Stricker says:
::Is getting better, opens up his shoot and lands on the planet::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
self: eww... sticky...

DCO_Maor says:
::Begins packing his parachute::

LO_Jameson says:
::head starts to spin,  and feels ill::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks up:: CE: How was it?


PILOT_Durron says:
::sees in his mind's eye one thing over and over again:: Self: I am not going to die...yet.  the ground is so far away ::opens his eyes to see ground and thinks better of it::

SO_Darklighter says:
::lands and quickly packs his parachute::

LO_Jameson says:
::tries to grab her stomach, but fails::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Takes off his helmet and his parachute::

XO_Gomes says:
XO/IO: See you on the ground

AO_Stricker says:
::Lands firmly on the ground closest to the CEO and DCO. Starts to put everything away::

XO_Gomes says:
::puts her helmet and seals it tight::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Moves behind the XO:: XO: good luck :: finishes adjusting the integrity::

LO_Jameson says:
Self:  I've decided.  I don't like freefall.

IO_Walker says:
::Just stares out the forcefield and nods as the XO says something or other::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Starts to breath hard::

PILOT_Durron says:
::suddenly relises that he probably should use his parachute::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Not feeling well at all::

DCO_Maor says:
::Runs to the CE::

SO_Darklighter says:
::pulls off his helmet and checks his weapons:: CE: You ok Hazzem?

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::feels strangely better all of a sudden, then spots some strange consistence flying around inside his helmet...::

PILOT_Durron says:
::fumbles with it for a moment and finds the rip cord::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> ::Checks the IO for Green lights, and laughs::  IO: Now you will appreciate the ground beneath your feet... ::Pushes the IO through the Field::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Falls down on his knees, closes his eyes tight::

AO_Stricker says:
CE: How are you feeling? ::Takes off his helmet and barfs:: CE: Sorry about that...

LO_Jameson says:
::manages to pull her parachute open without disturbing her queasy stomach::

IO_Walker says:
::Gulps with butterflies, and cringes, looking at the tech, a tint of fear in his eyes:: Tech: So, what are the stats of these things failing?

Host AGM_Nick says:
ACTION: Durron vomits

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> Kappa:  Next Victim!!!

DCO_Maor says:
::Notices the SO is there, he begins walking around checking the close surroundings::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: round them up when you get there make sure they all know what they are doing

XO_Gomes says:
::nods to the CO::

PILOT_Durron says:
::Feels himself vomit and keeps his eyes closed::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Knows shes next after the XO::

SO_Darklighter says:
DCO: Sir shall I secure the area sir?

XO_Gomes says:
::steps up to the SBTech::

IO_Walker says:
::falls out the ship, or so it feels and starts screaming all the way:: Arrrrrgh!!!!

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> ::Integrity is good with green lights::  XO:  Kiss the Sky... ::Pushes XO through the field::

PILOT_Durron says:
::realy wants to open his eyes and figures he should be hitting the ground soon::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks back at the SO:: SO: Ask the CO that, I'm the leader only when we split

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::walks up to the SBTech for rechecking::

IO_Walker says:
::looks down at the fast approaching surface, eyes wide open, in shock of it all::

SO_Darklighter says:
::looks around for the CO::

XO_Gomes says:
::jumps and starts feeling very bad...:: Self: Oh no ...

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> Bolitho: And last but not least.... ::Checks and get Greens::  Green across the board, like you'll be in ten seconds... ::Pushes the CO through the Field::

PILOT_Durron says:
::Finds ground rather forcefully::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::feels her self fall and her stomach churn::

XO_Gomes says:
::closes her eyes and starts to review the mission, hoping that will help::

AO_Stricker says:
<edit out last>

AO_Stricker says:
:walks up to the Pilot:: Durron: Don't worry flyboy...::Barfs:; It gets better!

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks at the humans around him:: Self: they are not build for this kind of things ::Sighs::

Host Prism says:
<SBTech> ::Closes the doors and smiles dusting his hands::  Self:  I love my job...  *Bridge* They are gone.. we can leave.

IO_Walker says:
::Looks at the altimeter on his wrist:, turning a little green:: *team* urgh.... I feel....... ::gulps:: ..... I feel....

CE_Hazzem says:
::Stands up again::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::decided parachuting on the Holodeck is much more fun::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::reaches the ground in a not all that subtle manner::

LO_Jameson says:
::lands on the ground, and rolls, to hide under dome shrubbery::

PILOT_Durron says:
::takes off his helmet:: AO: oh...hi... starts wiping off his face::

SO_Darklighter says:
::looks around::

IO_Walker says:
::Looks for the green light on his altimeter and pulls the rip cord on the parachute when it’s time::

LO_Jameson says:
::looks up, and takes off her helmet::

PILOT_Durron says:
::starts packing his parachute ::AO: it had better get better.

XO_Gomes says:
::opens her eyes to look at her altitude::

XO_Gomes says:
::starts a mental countdown and pushes to open her parachute::

AO_Stricker says:
::Starts to laugh out loud:: Durron: Come sit down till the CO gets her. ::Laughs out loud::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::starts to brave looking around slightly::

PILOT_Durron says:
::opens his eyes::

IO_Walker says:
::Gulps again, not feeling good about being jerked around so much::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::sits down, takes off his helmet, cleans face...::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Breathes a little normal:: ALL: How's everyone ::Sounds like an angry borg drone::

So`Trask_Tew says:
::wipes his eyes confused by what he saw in the sky::

DCO_Maor says:
::Finishes looking around, he focuses on a spot in the distant::

AO_Stricker says:
CE: Great Commander! Our flyboys a bit sick, but how are you?

SO_Darklighter says:
::walks around:: CE: I'm good Hazzem

Host AGM_Nick says:
ACTION: As Gomes' parachute opens, the whiplash is so great it knocks her unconscious

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Sees the XO Parachute open::

LO_Jameson says:
::feels alot better breathing the air, and sits up to find the rest of the team::

PILOT_Durron says:
::continues to pack his parachute:: AO: I'll sit in a minute just want to get this out of sight::

IO_Walker says:
::Falls gently in his parachute to the ground, groaning loudly over the comm the whole time about feeling sick::

LO_Jameson says:
::packs away her chute::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks back at the group and then looks up at the falling prism members::

So`Trask_Tew says:
::walks along towards what he thinks is the landing area::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Sees the green Light and opens her parachute feeling much better::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::packs his chute, careful and staying low::

Host AGM_Nick says:
ACTION: Gomes lands clumsily, and away from the group

DCO_Maor says:
::Notices the XO landed near his position::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Sees the XO fall far::

LO_Jameson says:
::moves towards the others, keeping in the bushes::

So`Trask_Tew says:
::looks surprised as he sees several people standing there::

AO_Stricker says:
Durron: So...let me help you with that ok?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::looks for where the XO Landed ::

So`Trask_Tew says:
Self: Did they see it?

DCO_Maor says:
::He begins running to her, noticing some thing is wrong::

SO_Darklighter says:
::follows the DCO::

PILOT_Durron says:
::finiches packing his chute and begins scanning the area with his eyes for things out of the ordinary::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks back:: SO: Get the Medic

XO_Gomes says:
::is completely unaware of her surroundings::

CE_Hazzem says:
ALL: Stay here MEDIC: Go over and help her

SO_Darklighter says:
::nods at the DCO and turns back:: MEDIC: Get over here

AO_Stricker says:
::Looks up at the situation:: CE: What has happened?

So`Trask_Tew says:
::Watches the group quietly::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::finished packing and looks up:: CE: On my way.

DCO_Maor says:
::Stops near the XO, he puts his tricorder out and begins scanning her::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Feels he's being monitored::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::heads over to Gomes as fast as possible::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::sees the ground coming closer and some of her team running to the XO... hits the ground and grabs her parachute::

IO_Walker says:
::sees the ever approaching land getting very close and prepare to land as he was told, bet feeling like he'll just flop when he hits the ground feeling so bad::

DCO_Maor says:
XO: Ma'am, can you hear me?

IO_Walker says:
::Hits the ground gentle but falls to the floor with a thud from a faint feeling::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Goes over to the captain:: CO: Ma`am, Commander Gomes is over there injured I believe

LO_Jameson says:
::can feel someone watching them.::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::watches the IO land and laughs::

PILOT_Durron says:
::sits down and grabs on to the grass still looking around::

AO_Stricker says:
::Runs up to the CE and CO::

LO_Jameson says:
CO:  Someone has seen is,  I can feel it.

IO_Walker says:
::Gets up scrambling around to pull off his parachute but can't do it and ends up just flailing around::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks back for the medic::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::drags her chute in folding it away ::

LO_Jameson says:
<us>

XO_Gomes says:
::still unconsciuos::

SO_Darklighter says:
::looks around:: Self: I agree with the LO, something is not right

So`Trask_Tew says:
::watches them edging closer all the time::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
LO: Seen us ? do you know where they are, use your tricorder to fins them

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::arrives on the scene, looks at Gomes, then at Maor:: DCO: Help me for a sec... ::trying to get her helmet off::

DCO_Maor says:
::Nods and puts her helmet off::

DCO_Maor says:
::He rests her head back slowly::

IO_Walker says:
::Gets the chute detached and then pulls off his helmet and leans over not facing the prism team and starts puking on the ground::

AO_Stricker says:
::Pack up his stuff so he's ready...looks at the CE and CO::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::starts scanning her after a quick pulse check::

LO_Jameson says:
CO: I can sense their general direction,  Over there. :: points in the direction of the stranger::

CE_Hazzem says:
CO: Captain, we should capture that person and keep him here

LO_Jameson says:
::tries to scan::

DCO_Maor says:
::Hears some thing in the back:: CO,CE,LO: Is some thing wrong?

MEDIC_Jordain says:
DCO: Whip lash from the chute shock... keep her head a still as possible...

So`Trask_Tew says:
::sees the person point and gets more apprehensive::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CE/IO: go find them quietly as possible

PILOT_Durron says:
::stands up and looks around again.  Than starts over to the CO::

AO_Stricker says:
::Sees something move in the darkness...::

DCO_Maor says:
::Nods at the Medic, he doesn’t need to be told twice since he recognizes this::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
DCO: Weve been seen How is the XO:

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::trying to find the right gear, still a bit sick...::

IO_Walker says:
CO: One.... ::gulps:: ...sec. ::Leans over and vomits one last time::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Nods, and looks at the IO::

DCO_Maor says:
CO: Whiplash Ma’am ::pauses:: Seen?

AO_Stricker says:
CO: I just saw something move...over there ::Points over to the darkness::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::smiles at Anya making a note to remind her of this ::

SO_Darklighter says:
:walks over to the IO:: IO: You ok?

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks annoyed at the IO::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
ALL: Weve been seen We need to fins them before it gets out we are here IO/CE/DCO: Go

MEDIC_Jordain says:
DCO: Here, use this while I treat her neck... ::hands his a hypo with nerve stabilizer::

IO_Walker says:
::Gulps again and looks at the SO, and shakes some sense into his head:: SO: be fine..... ::Winces a bit about the icky feeling:: ....... can we do it again?

DCO_Maor says:
::Points at the SO to do it::

So`Trask_Tew says:
::wants his thing now...is more unnerved by the group::

LO_Jameson says:
::knows what the CO is thinking,  and sighs::  Self:  not gonna hear the end of it now!

DCO_Maor says:
Medic: the SO will take over, i have to do some thing

CE_Hazzem says:
::Nods, and walks stealthy away from the person's view::

AO_Stricker says:
::Stays near the CO::

SO_Darklighter says:
::smiles a little:: IO: sure, you climb that cliff over there and i'll push you ::smiles more::

DCO_Maor says:
::Walks after the CE, as quiet as he can::

XO_Gomes says:
::starts moving her arms and tries to open her eyes::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
AO: Use your Tricorder scan to make sure there is no one else around

PILOT_Durron says:
::looks around again::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::quickly glances at Maor and injects the hypo himself before treating her neck:: SO: hold her head..

IO_Walker says:
::frowns::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
MEDIC: How is she

CE_Hazzem says:
::Uses his tricorder as a map, takes a big circle to end up behind the person::

AO_Stricker says:
::Takes out his tricoder:: CO: Ma’am I was right...there's movement in the darkness....sir

LO_Jameson says:
::wonders what she can do without attracting anymore unwanted attention::

DCO_Maor says:
::Walks away from the CE, he finds a tactical spot to capture the person::

So`Trask_Tew says:
::edges closer to them, more determent to get what he wants::

XO_Gomes says:
:.consciousness starts to come back::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
CO: Whiplash, sir. Should be ok in a few minutes... but she'll need to keep her neck relatively calm for now.

DCO_Maor says:
::Loads his phaser, still keeping it down::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
AO: Go with them, get this done as quickly and as quietly as possible

PILOT_Durron says:
::checks his weapon::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks up trying to see what the CE and the IO is doing::

AO_Stricker says:
CO: Yes ma’am! ::Follow the CE:

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::gives Gomes a water capsule:: XO: Here, take a sip..

LO_Jameson says:
::moves next to the CO::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
MEDIC: How long are we looking at

CE_Hazzem says:
::Signals to the DCO to be a little slow::

DCO_Maor says:
::Nods and slows down, he walks ever quieter::

XO_Gomes says:
::her stomach also awakens::

IO_Walker says:
::Starts following the tracking group and catches up::

XO_Gomes says:
::she starts gasping and tries to turn over to face the ground::

AO_Stricker says:
::Loads his phaser and walk quietly with the IO, DCO and CE::

DCO_Maor says:
::Notices the person, he puts his phaser up::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Gets his hypospray out, loads a sedative, almost at the person's location::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
CO: 5 minutes and she'll be up and about I hope, then another day of keeping that neck unstressed::

DCO_Maor says:
::Signals the CE he found the person::

LO_Jameson says:
::takes out her tricorder again, and scans the places the teams aren't for other watchers::

XO_Gomes says:
::empties whatever it was she had within her digestive system::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::helps Gomes to lie on her side::

DCO_Maor says:
::Stops and points the phaser at the person::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::cringes at the XO::XO: feeling better

DCO_Maor says:
Person: Turn around.. slowly

AO_Stricker says:
::Quitely walk up to the DCO:: DCO: what is?

CE_Hazzem says:
::Nods, can see the back of the person, signals the IO to go on one side of the person::

XO_Gomes says:
::At least she is quite awake now:: CO: I .. believe so .. other than it hurts everywhere

PILOT_Durron says:
::looks around again waiting for something to do::

XO_Gomes says:
::tries to sit up::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: You take it easy for a while until we get this mess sorted out

LO_Jameson says:
::can't find anyone, and so moves to observe the rest of the team with the native::

DCO_Maor says:
::Stares at the person back, ready to fire::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::injects another hypo:: XO: This should make you feel much better in a few seconds. And breathe slowly, please...

So`Trask_Tew says:
::spins around quickly, loudly says:: DCO: What ?

DCO_Maor says:
Person: Who are you?

XO_Gomes says:
CO: Did I endanger the mission? ::coughs a bit::

AO_Stricker says:
::Follows the DCO and readies to fire::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Uses the hypospray on the person and sedates him::

XO_Gomes says:
::nods to the medic:: MEDIC: I am glad we are bot aboard, I hate sickbays ::makes a faint smile::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: not in the slightest, we were seen dropping

So`Trask_Tew says:
::looks annoyed:: DCO: What is that to do with you, How dare you aim that ::Gestures with his hands:: Thing at me?

LO_Jameson says:
::swears under her breath and mutters::  Self:  Some undercover mission.

PILOT_Durron says:
::finds his tricorder and begins scanning the surrounding area::

Host AGM_Nick says:
ACTION: The sedative has no effect

AO_Stricker says:
DCO: It can speak good Federation standard

XO_Gomes says:
CO: Maybe they are friendly ...

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::smiles and nods:: XO: Remember, that neck will be sore for another day or so... do not overstress it, will you?

LO_Jameson says:
::moves to the party, and restrains the person physically::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks at the Person wondering:: Person: again, who are you?

XO_Gomes says:
MEDIC: Considering our mission it will be difficult.

So`Trask_Tew says:
::Shouts angry now:: DCO: What are you trying to do?

MEDIC_Jordain says:
XO: I know... try the best you can.

XO_Gomes says:
MEDIC: I guess I was lucky not to break anything

LO_Jameson says:
DCO:  Quiet him down!

CE_Hazzem says:
Person: calm down and answer our question: who are you?

IO_Walker says:
::Stands next to the DCO, behind his weapon, seeing the expression of the person:: DCO: Put that away So'Ziras, can't you see these people mean no harm to us?

DCO_Maor says:
::Puts the phaser down and signals the AO to do the same:: Person: Better?

So`Trask_Tew says:
DCO: It is Mine. What do you want here?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::wonders if they found the Person and when they are going to bring them over::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
XO: Indeed you were, very...

PILOT_Durron says:
::sees the area is clear but is still nervous.  Also continues to scan as far as the tricorder can reach::

LO_Jameson says:
::lets go of the person::  Person:  acting like that could injure yourself!

SO_Darklighter says:
::runs over to the CO:: CO: They have the person

Host CO_Bolitho says:
MEDIC: keep an eye on her SO: Good bring him over

DCO_Maor says:
::Walks to the person:: Person: what is your name?

MEDIC_Jordain says:
CO: Aye.

So`Trask_Tew says:
LO: You threaten me? ::looks frustrated by the rudeness::

IO_Walker says:
So`Trask_Tew: Sir, my... overreacting friends here, would like to your name, perhaps you could enlighten him and prove he has nothing to fear?

SO_Darklighter says:
::nods his head and runs to the others::

XO_Gomes says:
MEDIC: I'm not sure what happened, I think it was strong wind or something. I was going too fast ...

AO_Stricker says:
IO/DCO/LO: I'm going to tell the CO! ::walks away::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Tries to remember Bjankda physiology::

DCO_Maor says:
::Nods at the AO::

SO_Darklighter says:
AO: The CO wants the person brought to her

LO_Jameson says:
::moves behind the person in order to hinder his movement if he tries to escape::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
XO: Just... next time, remember to get your feet pointing to the ground before opening that chute... ::smiles::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::decides to walk over instead::

XO_Gomes says:
::checks her tricorder and weapons:: Self: At least these are working better than me

So`Trask_Tew says:
IO: It is Mine why are you here?

XO_Gomes says:
Medic: I'll remember that ::smiles::

AO_Stricker says:
SO: Acknowledged! DCO: you hear the SO...bring it with you back to the CO

So`Trask_Tew says:
::Turns and walks away:: DCO: I think the Authorities would like to hear about this.

XO_Gomes says:
Medic: did you see who spotted us?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Walks over to the Rest of them:: LO: report

So`Trask_Tew says:
::walks briskly off towards the town again::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Jumps behind the person, presses the two veins in his neck to take him down::

AO_Stricker says:
::walks up to the CO::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
XO: I'm going to give you an extra filling for your emergency hypo. Use it if the pain gets too intense... and nope I didn't see it, I was a bit busy ::faint smile::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks at the CE and sighs::

PILOT_Durron says:
::continues to look around and continues to scan the area::

IO_Walker says:
So`Trask_Tew: We were simply enjoying a quiet 'gathering' of friends, it's somewhat an annual event now. And yourself?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Sees what the CE is doing :: CE: At ease there is no need for this

XO_Gomes says:
Medic: I wonder why ::takes the hypo::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Stops a second before doing as planned::

AO_Stricker says:
CO: Ma'am the SO told me you wanted to see the person...

So`Trask_Tew says:
::Turns back breifly:: IO: I do not believe you nor do I trust you. ::continues going away::

DCO_Maor says:
::Notices the CO:: Sa'Treil: This person seems mad at us

MEDIC_Jordain says:
XO: Ready to move on? ::presses the back of her neck to see if it still hurts a lot::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
AO: Yep I need to speak to him

XO_Gomes says:
Medic: We did not make a good start .... ::gets up and takes her tricorder::

So`Trask_Tew says:
::collapses in a heap::

IO_Walker says:
So`Trask_Tew: What reason do you have to distrust me? I have been completely open of my intentions.

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks at the person down:: All: Great

AO_Stricker says:
CO: Last time I saw him he was....my god he passed out!

CE_Hazzem says:
::Carries the person over to the CO::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks back and yells:: Out Loud: Medic!

AO_Stricker says:
::Looks over at the passes out body::

IO_Walker says:
::Frowns, grumpily::

DCO_Maor says:
::Bends down and feels the person neck::

XO_Gomes says:
::looks at her tricorder:: Medic: hmm ... there seams to be a city in that direction ::points::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::hears Maor and sighs, runs over to him really fast::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::glares a the CE:: CE: Why in heavens name did you do that


IO_Walker says:
::walks over to the collapsed body:: CE: You killed him?

CE_Hazzem says:
::Puts the person down, press the veins again. Blood start rushing again::

DCO_Maor says:
::Looks up, he notices what he did::

CE_Hazzem says:
IO: No, I stopped the blood to his brain momentarily

AO_Stricker says:
CO: Ma'am do you want the CE dealt with, I am in charge of mission security....?

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::arrives at the scene and quickly starts scanning the victim:: DCO: What in the world happened??

Host CO_Bolitho says:
AO/CE: Stay with me the rest of you back to the landing site now

PILOT_Durron says:
::puts away his tricorder and looks around again::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Feels the persons neck:: CO: Blood is running again, he should wake up any minute

IO_Walker says:
::Mumbles:: CE: I hope you have a good cover story when he wakes up.

DCO_Maor says:
Medic: No thing, at ease

AO_Stricker says:
<add in> CO: Yes ma'am...::Stays with the CO::

XO_Gomes says:
*CO*I'm detecting a city not far from here. What are our orders now?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
AO: Right now we have a mission to get done

SO_Darklighter says:
::returns to the landing zone::

MEDIC_Jordain says:
DCO: He's dead, do you call that nothing?! ::rechecks the body::

AO_Stricker says:
::Nodds at the CO:: CO: Yes ma'am...i understand

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* When I’ve dealt with this we will spit into teams

DCO_Maor says:
Medic: He what?!

DCO_Maor says:
::Shoots a glare at the CE::

XO_Gomes says:
*CO* Acknowledged, we will continue to gather all information we can

Host CO_Bolitho says:
IO: Is the Chameleon still in orbit ?

DCO_Maor says:
CE: Great, now we have to hide the body some where

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::shakes head as his tricorder confirms, gets up:: DCO: He is dead, deceased, mort... I'm asking again: what the h*ll happened?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CE: I will deal with you when this mission is done with

AO_Stricker says:
::Stays around the CO::

DCO_Maor says:
Medic: Ask the CE

XO_Gomes says:
All at the landing site: Our mission is slightly postponed now. Scatter around but stay within visual range of everyone.

IO_Walker says:
::Pops out his tricorder and makes it tune into the Chameleon transponder:: CO: I'm not detecting the Chameleons transponder, it must have left orbit already.

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::snaps to Hazzem:: CE: Explain this...

XO_Gomes says:
All at the landing site: Your objective now is to gather information and don't be surprised again

DCO_Maor says:
CO: What should we do with the body, Ma'am?

CE_Hazzem says:
::Looks down at MEDIC::

PILOT_Durron says:
::finds a good hiding place and scans the area with his tricorder again::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::sighs:: ALL: Well we need to ut him some where MEDIC: is there away we can disguise this as an accident ?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* We will make camp here tonight ... we will continue in the morning

XO_Gomes says:
::looks up to the sky:: Self: I hope they don't do aircraft patrols

MEDIC_Jordain says:
CO: I suppose you could drop a tree on him... ::still quite mad::

AO_Stricker says:
CO: I'll start digging a hole for burial...if that's ok ma'am

DCO_Maor says:
IO: Is there some kind of a cliff here?



XO_Gomes says:
*CO*Aye, we will continue with the group divisions?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
AO: Fine  MEDIC: A tree??

SO_Darklighter says:
XO: This is bad, we're going to lose the cover of darkness

IO_Walker says:
DCO: Topographical surveys show a set of cliffs pretty close..... what are you intending?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* yep get us segregated into clans but not to fatr awy

AO_Stricker says:
::Picks up some digging equipment and start to dig a hole::

XO_Gomes says:
SO: Yes, but the day will give us the advantage to gather information from the natives

DCO_Maor says:
IO: Well, we can drop him.. ::Shrugs::

CE_Hazzem says:
::Stands silent::

XO_Gomes says:
*CO*Aye aye

MEDIC_Jordain says:
CO: Yeah... ::shakes head, closes the tricorder and gets up, facing away from the CO::

PILOT_Durron says:
::puts away tricorder andchecks his phaser::

IO_Walker says:
DCO: That won't get rid of the chemicals we... or he pumped into it's blood.

AO_Stricker says:
CO: May the CE help me dig ma'am?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
DCO: if he’s been injected with something and he’s found it will be spotted .... we are going to have to bury him

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CE: Of course

CE_Hazzem says:
CO: I did not inject him with anything ma’am

DCO_Maor says:
CO, IO: Very well, Lucas, you come and help me ::begins walking away::

AO_Stricker says:
CE: Start digging please....explain later. ::sits back and points to the hole for the CE to dig::

IO_Walker says:
::confused:: DCO: Help, help what?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::looks at the Medic for confirmation::

XO_Gomes says:
*team* We will be camping near the landing site, devide yourself into the groups we had arranjed previously. Stay with a low profile, we will resume in the morning

MEDIC_Jordain says:
::walks over to Gomes:: XO: How's the neck? ::still looks really angry::

DCO_Maor says:
IO: Digging!

Host AGM_Nick says:
ACTION: As the team solemnly prepare for the night, they individually contemplate what's in store for them.  They've already killed one man.  Many more could die soon if they fail.  But, as they say, tomorrow is another day.



Host AGM_Nick says:
<<<<<<end Mission>>>>>>>>
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